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One of the characteristics of the heliotron-type magnetic configuration is that it has 

intrinsic divertor structure (helical divertor, HD). Particle control using HD configuration to 
achieve improved confinement and sustatinment of steady state high performance plasma is a 
major experimental goal in the Large Helical Device (LHD). The LHD scrape-off layer (SOL) 
in HD configuration has unique magnetic field line structure which contains stochastic region, 
residual islands and whiskers structure contrasting to “onion-skin” like magnetic field line 
structure in poloidal divertor tokamaks SOL. Since 1998, the first experimental campaign, 
study for understanding of edge plasma properties in “open” HD configuration has been 
conducted experimentally and theoretically.  

In this presentation, helical divertor study in LHD will be overviewed. It will contain: 
(1) Power and particle transport in LHD SOL; (2) Neutral pressure behavior in HD 
configuration. In the former topic, the relation between magnetic field line structure and heat 
and particle deposition profiles on divertor is a major issue. In the second topic, relatively low 
neutral pressure in divertor, up to 10-2 Pa, suggests the necessary of proper baffle structure for 
effective particle control using HD. Neutral transport simulation using DEGAS code will also 
be mentioned in this topic. These topics are essential for effective particle control using HD.  

Development of new divertor plate to sustain steady state high performance plasma 
has been achieved. Comparing with the current divertor plate, heat properties are improved 
largely, and the tolerable heat flux becomes 3 times larger.  

As the future plan of HD experiment, closure of HD by installation of baffle structure 
based on above results of HD studies and development of divertor plate will be presented. 
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